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Coupled Ocean–Acoustic Prediction of Transmission
Loss in a Continental Shelfbreak Region: Predictive
Skill, Uncertainty Quantification, and
Dynamical Sensitivities
Pierre F. J. Lermusiaux, Jinshan Xu, Chi-Fang Chen, Sen Jan, Linus Y. Chiu, and Yiing-Jang Yang
Abstract—In this paper, we quantify the dynamical causes and
uncertainties of striking differences in acoustic transmission data
collected on the shelf and shelfbreak in the northeastern Taiwan
region within the context of the 2008 Quantifying, Predicting, and
Exploiting Uncertainty (QPE 2008) pilot experiment. To do so, we
employ our coupled oceanographic (4-D) and acoustic (Nx2-D)
modeling systems with ocean data assimilation and a best-fit
depth-dependent geoacoustic model. Predictions are compared
to the measured acoustic data, showing skill. Using an ensemble
approach, we study the sensitivity of our results to uncertainties
in several factors, including geoacoustic parameters, bottom
layer thickness, bathymetry, and ocean conditions. We find that
the lack of signal received on the shelfbreak is due to a 20-dB
increase in transmission loss (TL) caused by bottom trapping of
sound energy during up-slope transmissions over the complex
and deeper bathymetry. Sensitivity studies on sediment properties
show larger but isotropic TL variations on the shelf and smaller
but more anisotropic TL variations over the shelfbreak. Sediment
sound-speed uncertainties affect the shape of the probability
density functions of the TLs more than uncertainties in sediment
densities and attenuations. Diverse thicknesses of sediments lead
to only limited effects on the TL. The small bathymetric data
uncertainty is modeled and also leads to small TL variations. We
discover that the initial transport conditions in the Taiwan Strait
can affect acoustic transmissions downstream more than 100 km
away, especially above the shelfbreak. Simulations also reveal
internal tides and we quantify their spatial and temporal effects
on the ocean and acoustic fields. One type of predicted waves are
semidiurnal shelfbreak internal tides propagating up-slope with
wavelengths around 40–80 km, horizontal phase speeds of 0.5–1
m/s, and vertical peak-to-peak displacements of isotherms of 20–60
m. These waves lead to variations of broadband TL estimates over
5–6-km range that are more isotropic and on bearing average
larger (up to 5–8-dB amplitudes) on the shelf than on the complex
shelfbreak where the TL varies rapidly with bearing angles.
Index Terms—Coastal ocean, data assimilation, distributed
and many-task computing, ensemble prediction, interdisciplinary
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modeling, internal tides, shelf and shelfbreak sound propagation,
uncertainty quantification, underwater acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTIONAND MOTIVATION
S one of the major application of underwater acoustics,
sonar performance prediction requires modeling the
acoustic field evolution. In the littoral environment, the time
and space scales relevant for such predictions can be minutes
to a week and hundreds of meters to tens of kilometers. The
parameters include the 4-D ocean and seabed fields. They are
difficult to predict and can have significant uncertainties [1],
[2]. Methods and systems that forecast the ocean, the seabed,
and the acoustics in an integrated fashion have only been
developed and utilized recently [3]–[7]. Acoustic data were
previously not available for evaluations of such systems. An
objective of the present investigation is to compare predictions
of such coupled systems to in situ acoustic data. Even though
important, such comparisons had not been done before.
Our approach is based on coupling realistic data-assimilative environmental and acoustic propagation models with
distributed, parallel ensemble simulations, as developed in
[5], [6], [8], and [9]. The adjective “coupled” is here used in
the sense of coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) or
coupled system of PDEs, e.g., [10]–[12]. This approach was
applied with adaptive sampling and onboard routing within
the 2005 Focused Acoustic Forecasting (FAF05) exercise [13].
During the 2007 Persistent Littoral Undersea Surveillance
Network (PN07) exercise in Dabob Bay, acoustic transmission
loss (TL) fields were also coupled to data-assimilative ocean
fields by Xu et al. [14] so as to characterize the impact of wind
forcing and tidal forcing on acoustic fields and performance.
Within the scope of the 2007 Battlespace Preparation (BP07),
Lam et al. [15] coupled acoustic and ocean models at sea in
real time, Rixen et al. [16] utilized super-ensemble prediction
techniques for acoustic inversion and tomography, Carriére et
al. [17] investigated full-field tomography and tracking, and
Martins and Jesus [18] studied acoustic prediction as a Bayesian
estimation problem. The New England Shelbfreak front region,
e.g., [19]–[21], and the shallow Asian Seas, e.g., [22]–[26],
have also seen major ocean and acoustic studies with coordinated sampling. The results of all these efforts show that ocean
variability can considerably influence acoustic propagation
properties both in time and in space. Acoustic propagation in
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shallow water is also known to be strongly affected by multiple
seabed interactions and bathymetry effects [27]. In continental
shelfbreak regions, the seabed and bathymetry are complex and
not well known. Uncertainties in geoacoustic modeling usually
come from the imperfect knowledge of the true thicknesses
and properties of the sediment and rock layers. Studying and
quantifying the sensitivity of our coupled predictions to key
ocean and geoacoustic uncertainties is another objective of our
present effort.
Our investigations are parts of the Quantifying, Predicting,
and Exploiting Uncertainty (QPE) initiative which aims
to integrate probabilistic performance prediction, coupled
ocean–acoustic modeling, multidisciplinary data assimilation,
and autonomous ocean platforms to improve performance
prediction and reduce detection uncertainties. Our focus is on
the QPE 2008 pilot exercise [28] carried out on the continental
shelf and slope of northeast Taiwan in September 2008. The
main goals of this 2008 exercise were to test systems and
methodologies to measure and forecast the baseline regional
ocean variabilities and uncertainties, as well as their impact on
low-frequency (100–1000 Hz) acoustic propagation conditions.
Two main locations were chosen for the exercise: one on the
continental shelf and the other on the shelfbreak. Interestingly,
the TL over ranges of 5–6 km over circular areas in these
two regions were observed to be very different. This occurred
even though the two circular areas overlapped in space. For
example, no signal was obtained when the source was over the
deeper water on the shelfbreak, and the measured mean and
variability of the TL differed greatly in the two regions. To
explain and quantify these observed behaviors, both acoustic
and environmental dynamical modeling are required.
In this study, we utilize coupled oceanographic (4-D) and
acoustic (Nx2-D; i.e., a 3-D space approximated with N centric vertical 2-D slices) full-field simulations to explain and
quantify the mean and dynamic variability of midfrequency
sound TLs observed during the QPE 2008 pilot experiment
northeast of Taiwan. To do so, such coupled and realistic model
estimates are for the first time compared to the underwater
acoustic observations available. We also investigate the sensitivity of the TL and of its probability density function (pdf) to
uncertainties in geoacoustic parameters, bathymetry, sediment
layer thicknesses, and initial transports in the Taiwan Strait
as well as to background sound-speed variability involving
tidal effects. Each ensemble computations are high resolution
in range, bearing angles, and time, and are completed for
multiple locations and ocean conditions. Distributed parallel
computing is employed [29]–[31].
In what follows, we first outline the QPE 2008 pilot experiment and the corresponding observations and coupled modeling
systems (Section II). In Section III, the TL data and their variability with respect to positions and bearing angles are compared with our coupled oceanographic–acoustic modeling predictions. The uncertainties in the TL estimates due to various
factors are also modeled and quantified, and the sensitivity of
these TL estimates to ocean variability is computed and studied.
The summary and conclusions are in Section IV. In the Appendixes, we first outline the coupled model equations and their
respective parameters (Appendix I) and then summarize nu-
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merical procedures for such coupled and realistic modeling, including intensive parallel computing (Appendix II).
II. REAL-TIME EXPERIMENT, IN SITU OBSERVATIONS AND
COUPLED MODELING SYSTEMS
The QPE 2008 pilot cruise was carried out on the continental
shelf and slope of northeast Taiwan (Fig. 1). Most of the acoustic
propagation experiments were conducted inside the rectangular
boxed region just north of 25.5 N, 122.5 E. Our regional dynamics and modeling focus was the continental shelf and slope
northeast of Taiwan, and especially the Cold Dome (e.g., [32]),
its dynamics, variabilities and uncertainties, as well as an impact of this environment on low/midfrequency (100–1000 Hz)
acoustic propagation. In the region, a large number of ocean processes can occur simultaneously, very energetically, and on multiple scales [28], [33]–[35]. The ocean observations, the coupled ocean–acoustic modeling systems used for real-time predictions, and the acoustic observations are described next.
A. Ocean Observations
The pilot experiment involved three separate cruises to collect ocean environmental data [see Fig. 1(a) for the conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) station positions]. The solid
dots are for the OR1 cruises: leg 1 was operated between the Ilan
Ridge and the Main Study Area during September 2–4 while leg
2 was in the Main Study Area during September 6–11. The stars
and circles indicate the stations that the vessels operated during
August 22–27 (respectively, the OR2 northeast of Taiwan and
the OR3 in the Taiwan Strait). As soon as available, these CTD
measurements, as well as other measurements were assimilated
in our simulations.
B. Real-Time Modeling Systems and Coupled Predictions
In real time, we completed sustained coupled-oceanographic
(4-D) and acoustic (Nx2-D) full-field simulations for a sevenday-long period [33], each day selecting a subset of these
simulations as the acoustic–ocean forecast for the next two
days. Our simulations utilized the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) Multidisciplinary Simulation, Estimation,
and Assimilation System (MSEAS, [31]). For the ocean dynamics, it employs a free-surface and two-way nested primitive-equation code [36] (a significant upgrade of the rigid-lid
Harvard primitive-equation model [37], [38]); its equations are
in Appendix I-A). The MSEAS system also involves a coastal
objective analysis scheme based on fast-marching methods
[39]; an optimal interpolation scheme and error subspace statistical estimation (ESSE) system [40]–[43] for data assimilation,
optimization, and adaptive sampling; schemes for uncertainty
predictions based on dynamically orthogonal equations [44];
multiple biological models [45]; and several acoustic models.
The QPE ocean simulations were forced with barotropic
tidal flows [46] at open ocean boundaries, in the present setup
with the semidiurnal constituent M2 only (the constituents S2,
K1, O1, N2, and K2 were also used in the real-time simulations for the intensive observation period in 2009 [47]). The
atmospheric forcing at the air–sea interface was a combination
of the Coupled Ocean/Atmospheric Mesoscale Prediction
System (COAMPS) (wind stress) and the Navy Operational
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Fig. 1. (a) QPE pilot experiment—CTD stations and main study area. The intensive acoustic region is identified by the solid box. The solid dots are CTD stations
for the OR1 Leg 1,2 cruises, stars for the OR2 cruise, and circles for the OR3 cruise. (b) Bathymetry (meters) of the Acoustic Experiment region overlaid with
the two planned tracks of the OASIS Mobile Acoustic Source (OMAS) circle runs, referred to as events A and B. (c) Bathymetry (meters) at locations of events
A and B.

Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) (heat-flux,
E-P) forcing. Fields were initialized with the OR2 and OR3
CTD data merged with a summer climatology created using
June–August profiles and the HydroBase2 software [48]. The
bathymetry used was the National Center for Ocean Research
(NCOR, Taiwan) bathymetry (S. Jan, personal communica-

tion) merged with interpolated high-resolution bathymetry
data provided by the Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping,
University of New Hampshire, Durham [49]. The OR1 CTD
and the Seasoar data were assimilated when available. During
the preparation of the exercise, we found that the net transport
between Taiwan and mainland China can have a significant
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influence on the formation and strength of the cold dome, especially just north of Taiwan. To account for the corresponding
uncertainty in real time, three different initial transport cases
were utilized for each ocean forecast (of course, boundary
conditions vary in time with a radiation condition [50], but the
radiation condition is applied to the departure from this initial
estimate [36], [51], which remains fixed). The skill of ocean
predictions was computed in real time [52] and forecasts were
found better than persistence. The values of the numerical and
physical parameters are listed in Table III in Appendix I-A.
The ocean forecasts and their uncertainties were used as
inputs to the acoustic simulations. For the acoustics, the
bathymetry data used were that of the ocean model, but at the
full resolution provided by the Center for Coastal and Ocean
Mapping with up to 100-m resolution in the main study region
[49]. Acoustic simulations were performed with the coupled
SACLANTCEN (La Spezia, Italy) normal mode propagation
loss model (C-SNAP) [53] using the sound-speed fields of
MSEAS as parameters (see Appendixes I-B and II). In real
time [33], TL forecasts were provided along five 20-km-long
acoustic propagation paths which had been preselected to
explore the variability in this region. As a whole, the QPE scientific team successfully resolved the Cold Dome, preformed
data transfer in real time, and forecasted oceanographic and
acoustic propagation conditions daily, including uncertainties
in ocean fields due to uncertainty in the Taiwan Strait transport.
Our acoustic–ocean modeling and its results are described in
Section III.
C. Acoustic Propagation Observations
The acoustic propagation experiments were conducted
during leg 2 of the pilot cruise on OR1. The Ocean Acoustical Services and Instrumentation Systems (OASIS) mobile
acoustic sources (OMAS) disposable vehicles were utilized as
sound sources [54]. The receivers included standard U.S. Navy
sonobuoys and the National Taiwan University (NTU) vertical
line array (VLA). Four OMAS events were carried out: two on
the shelf along relatively constant headings and depths and two
in circular tracks around the shelfbreak region.
The first two “constant-heading” events conducted on the
shelf occurred at approximately 110–130-m depth. The OMAS
moved at a speed of 5 kn. These data were used to tune our
coupled systems at different ranges (see Section III). The other
two acoustic events were the two circular OMAS runs: events
A and B, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The northern and southern
circles are the nominal event A and B tracks, respectively. The
programmed radius of event A was set to 5 km and that of
event B to 6 km. The OMAS vehicles and the sonobuoys were
set to run at 61 m in depth. The northern circle was centered
at approximately 110 m in depth, and covered a relatively flat,
slightly sloping bottom. The southern circle was positioned
over the steeply breaking shelf. Fig. 2(a) presents TL measurements collected from the two runs: the blue curve denotes the
measured 1100-Hz TL as a function bearing angle with 15
bearing sector averages for event A; the red curve is the same,
but for the 900-Hz TL data for event B. Note that the TL data
here are in the units of dB re 1 m away from source level and
are the peak of the matched-filter output. Small linear range
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corrections are applied to obtain the measured TL estimate at
the range of 6 km. The TL of event A varies somewhat with
the bearing angle, showing an increased TL in the northeastern
direction. Interestingly, during event B (southern circle positioned over the shelfbreak), no signal was observed when the
OMAS source was in the deeper waters. In addition, considering the arcs over the shelf only, the mean of the TL data was
2–5 dB larger for event B (shelfbreak run) than for the arc of
event A (shelf run). Two of our goals are to model and quantify
such observations, and to investigate the variation of the TL
estimates due to uncertainties in the sediments, bathymetry,
and ocean water-column variation.
III. RESULTS
Our simulations start with the 4-D ocean sound-speed
fields provided by the MIT MSEAS system for the period
of September 1–12, 2008 (Section II-B). Acoustic TL fields
were computed using C-SNAP in 120 bearing directions (with
a three-degree resolution in azimuth, 10 m in range and 2
m in depth; see Appendix I-B) for both events A and B, at
frequencies of 1100 and 900 Hz, respectively. We completed a
number of Nx2-D computations with different center positions
(not shown). The best fit for these centers of the two simulated
OMAS circles was at 25 39.8 N, 122 35.76 E) and 25
44.55 N, 122 33.90 E), with radius of 6 km, respectively.
These locations are in accord with the mean estimates of the
positions of the slightly moving receivers’ tracks [28]. The
sources and receivers were set at 61-m depth below the sea
surface to fit the sea configuration. TLs were computed at
positions that were 600 m in range and 5 m around the
depth of the receiver. The average predicted TL within these
horizontal and depth ranges was then set to be our TL estimate
because it is a good approximation [55] to the 10% bandwidth
of frequency averaging that occurred in the real in situ broadband propagation. All of the Nx2-D TL estimates that we show
in this paper are broadband estimates, but we often simply refer
to them as TL.
We first tuned our model fields to TL observations for the two
“constant-bearing, along-bathymetry” events, using a large set
of simulations. These observations allowed tuning at different
ranges and provided guidance for the geoacoustic model parameters. At the end, we obtained good fits at all measured ranges.
With this fitted model, we can justify comparing model results
to measurements along circular OMAS runs, i.e., observations
at relatively fixed ranges but with propagation angles diversity.
Ensembles of coupled ocean–acoustic simulations were also
completed for the two circular OMAS runs. The best results are
illustrated in Fig. 2(b), with event A at 12:00:00Z, September
8, 2008, and event B at 15:00:00Z, September 8, 2008. Shown
are our broadband TL estimates for the time and location of the
two events, for all bearing angles. All (geo)acoustic parameters used in this simulation are given in Appendix I-B. If we
consider only the range of bearing angles for which a signal
was received at sea from the OMAS runs, our mean TL estimates for events A and B are about 77–81 and 79–85 dB, respectively. These predicted means are in good agreement with
the mean data received [Fig. 2(a)]. The two are within 1–3 dB,
which is within the uncertainties of our coupled acoustic–ocean
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured mean TL of event A (blue, with observed bearing-averaged  1.8 dB) and event B (red, with  2.4 dB) (Abbot and Emerson, personal
communication). (b) Coupled ocean (4-D) and acoustics (Nx2-D) simulations of the mean TL of event A (blue, with bearing averaged  1.23 dB) at 12:00:00Z,
September 8, 2008, and event B (red, with  2.33 dB in the bearing angle ranges: 260 or 110 ;  7.87 dB for whole circle) at 15:00:00Z, September 8,
2008. The main central ocean and acoustic parameters used in these simulations are given in Appendix I.

=

simulations (Section III). In addition to the mean values, spatial patterns are also captured. For example, for event A, one
notes the increased TL in the northeastern direction (225 to
45 ), in accord with the data [Fig. 2(a)]: this is linked to ocean
variability as shown in Section III-D. For event B, our simulated mean TL on the shelf is also lower by 2–5 dB than that of
event A along the same angles, as was observed: this result is
linked to seabed properties (Section III-A). The statistics of the
measurements and model estimates are not compared in further
details, because in the measurements, the statistics involves the
dominant arrivals with inherently few degrees of freedom but includes also the variations in depth and position of the source and
the receiver which add degrees of freedom, while in the modeling, it involves the 200-Hz broadband averages with various
rays interacting with the bottom and so inherently more degrees
of freedom but fixed source and receiver.
The bathymetry data [see Fig. 1(c)] along bearing angles of
120 –230 shows depth variations from 150 m to more than
300 m. In our coupled modeling results, this leads to a mean
TL estimate for event B that is higher by 15–20 dB than the
mean TL of event A along the same angles [Fig. 2(b)]. We
expect that this explains why there was no reception during the
event B run when the OMAS went over this deeper shelfbreak
region. At these angles, this leads to an up-slope transmission
which causes extensive TL. This is a first-order effect [56],
which also occurred when we used a climatological ocean
(even though the climatological TL differs by 1–5 dB from the
time-mean-ocean TL). Since the water-column, seabed, and
bathymetric features are uncertain, we study and quantify next
the sensitivity of our broadband TL estimates to uncertainties
in geoacoustic parameters (sediment thickness and sediment
types), bathymetry, and uncertainty and variability of the ocean
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sound-speed fields (Taiwan Strait transport and tidal dynamics).
For each uncertainty factor, we compute the standard deviations
of our TL estimates (assuming all other factors constant and
perfectly known). Of course, these standard deviations differ
from the standard deviations of the TL measured at sea. This is
because the standard deviations of the measured TL correspond
only to variations in the ocean and in the positions/bearing
during the given OMAS circle run (assuming the bathy and
seabed properties are fixed during that time).
A. TL Sensitivities to Uncertainties in the Geoacoustic
Model—Sediment Types and Thicknesses
Uncertain factors in the geoacoustic model that lead to uncertainties in the TL estimates include the thicknesses and properties of the sediment and rock layers. At higher sound frequencies, the first few to tens of meters of sediments matter
most. At lower frequencies, the whole sediment column and
underlying rocks often matter. A challenge for precise modeling of sound propagation in this region is the lack of knowledge of the geoacoustic parameters. For our frequencies (900
and 1110 Hz), we evaluated and compared more than 30 sediment models. Here we only report a few of them including
sand, muddy-sand, silty-clay, and hybrid models in Tables I
and II. Specifically, Table I gives three sediment types and a
half-space basement, while Table II gives our best fit so far, a hybrid and depth-dependent model. For each sediment, note that
the first line corresponds to the optimum values we obtained
using the hybrid model, while the second line indicates the deviation ranges of the parameter values that we tested on. The first
three sediments followed Hamilton’s models [57], [58]. The hybrid depth-dependent models were the best fit results of our multiple comparisons to data aiming to optimize parameters (three
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Fig. 3. Nx2-D TL simulations of events A and B, illustrating effects of different sediments models (and keeping all other factors constant: in particular, the
sediment thickness is set to 20 m). The four different sediments discussed here were: depth-dependent (hybrid) model with variable sediments, sand, muddy sand,
() = 9.55 dB and for event B of 
( ) =
and silty clay. With these sediment variations, one obtains a standard deviation for event A of 
5.81 dB. The central ocean fields are at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008. Note that 
( ) denotes the bearing average over  of the standard deviation of
the TL over the x-variable. The same notation is used in all subsequent captions.
TABLE I
SEABED PROPERTIES OF THREE DIFFERENT SEDIMENT MODELS AND OF
THE BASEMENT. FOR EACH SEDIMENT MODEL: THE FIRST LINE GIVES
THE OPTIMUM VALUES WE OBTAINED, THE SECOND LINE INDICATES THE
DEVIATION RANGES OF THE PARAMETER VALUES THAT WE TESTED ON.
OVERALL, MORE THAN 30 SEDIMENT MODEL VALUES WERE COMPARED

sediment types and two transition depths) and of interactions
with Heaney, Holland, and Chen (personal communications). A
similar hybrid model was also obtained by Heaney [59].
In Fig. 3, we illustrate how sediment layers affect our TL
estimates for both events A and B, showing the results for four
of the models we evaluated (see Tables I and II). The sediment
thickness is set to 20 m in all cases. We find that the four models
have different impact on the shelf and shelfbreak.
For event A on the shelf, the four sediments lead to distributions of TL variation with bearing angles that are very similar.
The sediment types shown lead to overall isotropic TL differences of 5–15 dB in all directions. The average standard deviation is 9.55 dB.
For event B on the shelfbreak, the average standard deviation
is smaller, 5.81 dB, than for event A. The shapes of the four
TL estimates are still similar, but a bit less than for event A.

TABLE II
DEPTH-DEPENDENT SEDIMENT MODEL, RESULTING OF A BEST FIT OF OUR
COUPLED OCEAN–ACOUSTIC MODELS TO TL OBSERVATIONS. NOTE THAT
MORE THAN TEN SETS OF TWO TRANSITION DEPTHS WERE TESTED.
ONLY THE BEST FIT IS REPORTED HERE

The TL deviations due to different sediments are estimated to
be lesser along the shelfbreak (e.g., 5 dB or less) but a bit larger
towards the shelf (e.g., about 7–8 dB along 330 ) and for bearing
angles of 120 –240 , which is over the deeper bathymetry region. In fact, the steepest bathymetries lead to a very localized
amplification of TL uncertainties due to sediment uncertainties:
TL deviations are maximum (30 dB) along the bearing angle of
180 . Nonetheless, all TL fields of event B for bearing angles of
120 –240 clearly show a much higher TL than in event A (on
average, by about 20 dB), as was measured at sea [see Fig. 2(a)].
This implies that the sediment properties cannot alone explain
the observed higher loss; they lead to secondary effects when
compared to the bathymetry.
We also investigated the effects that uncertainties in the thicknesses of sediment layers have on our TL estimates. The results (plots not shown here) indicate that variations of 5–25 m
in the sediment thicknesses have some limited effects only on
the up-slope transmissions for the circle runs of both event A
(less than 2-dB uncertainty) and event B (less than 2–3-dB uncertainty, except in the deeper region where it reaches 3–6 dB).
A first result of these sensitivity studies to uncertainties in
sediment types and thicknesses is that neither of them can alone
explain the lack of transmission for event B when the OMAS
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Fig. 4. TL uncertainties due to geoacoustics uncertainties, in accord with Tables I and II: (a) pdf of Gaussian realizations of bottom sediment density for sand;
(b) pdf of Gaussian realizations of bottom sediment density for muddy sand; (c) pdf of TL corresponding to (a) and (b); (d) pdf of Gaussian realizations of bottom
attenuation for sand; (e) pdf of Gaussian realizations of bottom attenuation for muddy sand; (f) pdf of TL corresponding to (d) and (e); (g) pdf of Gaussian
realizations of bottom sound speed for sand; (h) pdf of Gaussian realizations of bottom sound speed for muddy sand; (i) pdf of TL corresponding to (g) and (h).
The central ocean fields are at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008.

source moved over the deeper shelfbreak. A combination of
both uncertainties (not shown) still does not change this conclusion. Therefore, the bathymetry itself is indeed responsible
for the lack of transmission. A second result is that although the
full geoacoustic inversion has not yet been completed for this
site, our simple optimized hybrid sediment model and sediment
thickness (20 m) with our 4-D simulations of the ocean sound
speed lead to predicted estimates of the broadband TL that are
in good agreement with the measurements [see Fig. 2(b)].
We completed a range of studies on TL uncertainties due
to geoacoustics uncertainties, using Gaussian sediment sound
speeds, densities, and attenuations that were in accord with the
deviation ranges of Table I and the hybrid model of Table II.
In all cases, we confirmed that uncertainties in sediment sound
speeds have larger effects on TL uncertainties than uncertainties
in sediment densities and attenuations, as expected in shallow
water [58]. This is because sediment sound speeds strongly affect the critical angle and intromission angle of sound propagating in horizontally stratified layers. Examples are illustrated
in Fig. 4: in each case, a total of 240 random realizations is used,
for a shelf transmission over a 6-km distance, along bearing
0 relative to due north. Our normally distributed uncertainties

in sediment densities (mean 1900 kg/m , std 200 kg/m
for sand; mean
1488 kg/m , std
100 kg/m for muddy
sand) lead to very small and overall Gaussian pdfs in TLs (mean
77.09 dB, std 0.38 dB), as shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c). Our
normally distributed uncertainties in sediment attenuations are
relatively larger (mean 0.62 dB/ , std 0.18 dB/ for sand;
mean 0.82 dB/ , std 0.21 dB/ for muddy sand) and they
lead to larger but still relatively Gaussian pdfs in TLs (mean
74.27 dB, std 1.82 dB); see Fig. 4(d)–(f).
Then, in Fig. 4(i), we show the pdf of TLs in response to
our uncertainties in sediment sound speeds, again assuming
Gaussian inputs for sand [mean 1600 m/s and std 25 m/s;
Fig. 4(g)] and muddy sand [mean 1558 m/s and std 9 m/s;
Fig. 4(h)]. The pdf of the TLs is then found to be skewed toward
72.59 dB, std 1.32 dB). This
to higher losses (with mean
can only be due to nonlinear interactions between the seabed
sound-speed uncertainties and the 2-D acoustic field responses
(pressure, phase). Such nonlinear effects can include effects
of slower bottom sound speeds and of changes in angles of
reflections off the seabed. Finally, we note that if we increased
the standard deviations of the uncertainty in sediment sound
speeds, the number of realizations of sediment sound speeds
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Fig. 5. Nx2-D TL simulations of event A (
() = 1.25 dB) and event B (
( ) = 1.02 dB) with different percentages of random
perturbation on the 100-m resolution bathymetry data. The normally distributed random noise was added on the bathymetry with a variance proportional to the
slope and to the local depth. The central ocean fields are at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008.

smaller than water-column sound speeds logically increased.
We then found (figure not shown) that this led to a fully bimodal pdf of the TL on the shelf (one mode corresponding
to the sediment sound speeds smaller than the water column
sound speeds).
B. TL Sensitivities to Uncertainties in Bathymetry
We showed that the bathymetry is a first-order cause of
the loss of acoustic reception in event B over the shelfbreak.
Now, we estimate the TL variations due to uncertainties in this
bathymetry. By comparing bathymetries of different resolutions and different origins, we obtained a general characteristic:
errors in bathymetry are a function of the depth and slope.
Therefore, we derived a simple model of the probability density
of the bathymetry around its best measured estimate
(100-m resolution, [49]). This model consists of a zero mean
Gaussian noise with standard deviation , a function of both
the local slope and local depth, i.e.,
(1)
where
is a stochastic process, and are horizontal
locations, is the sample space containing the set of elementary
, and
random events
(2)
(3)

and is
where the latter is the normalized slope
global parameter, representing the relative deviations. The simulation results with different realizations of this bathymetric uncertainty model are shown in Fig. 5, with chosen as 0%, 1%,
2%, and 4%. Each TL circular curve corresponds to a bathymetric noise with different percentages .
As a whole, for these levels of bathymetric uncertainties, we
find that the uncertainties of our TL estimates are proportional
to uncertainties in the bathymetry. Another result is that the general shape of the TL circular curves with bearing angles remains
as obtained before. Bathymetric uncertainties do not alter the
mean TL structure over the deeper ocean region.
C. TL Sensitivities to Uncertainties in the Ocean Water
Column
In the following, we analyze effects of uncertainties in the
mean water column on our acoustic TL predictions. We focus on
uncertainties in the transport through the Taiwan Strait (ocean
between mainland China and Taiwan, e.g., [60]). Even though
the operational acoustic area is more than 100 km away northeast of the Taiwan Straits centerline, we had discovered (see
Section II-B) that the strength of this Strait transport could have
a significant influence on the Cold Dome region, especially just
north of Taiwan [33]. If the initial Taiwan Strait transport was
northward and of the order of 1 Sv or more, our simulations
showed that the Kuroshio had limited intrusion over the shelfbreak northeast of Taiwan and the Cold Dome did not really
form. However, if the initial Taiwan Strait transport was weaker
or southward, we found that deeper and cooler Kuroshio waters upwelled on the shelf and the Cold Dome could form, the
strength of this formation being a function of the transport. For
the acoustics in the operational area northeast of Taiwan (see
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Fig. 6. Predicted ocean sound-speed field (colorbars in meters per second) at (a)–(c) 30-m, (d)–(f) 60-m, and (g)–(i) 90-m depth at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008,
which is the day when events A and B occurred at sea. Each column corresponds to a different initial condition for the vertically averaged transport in the Taiwan
Strait: first column—1 Sv S; second column—0 Sv; third column—1 Sv N.

Fig. 1), these different ocean forcing change the mean soundspeed field. They can thus have a significant impact on the TL
estimates.
In real time, we considered three different initial transport
conditions through the Taiwan Strait: an initial transport of 1 Sv
northward, 1 Sv southward, and 0 Sv. Fig. 6 shows sound-speed
fields in the QPE pilot experiment region at 30-, 60-, and 90-m
depth (rows 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 6, respectively) with different initial transport conditions through the Taiwan Strait (columns 1, 2,
and 3 in Fig. 6, respectively). The main acoustic research area
is denoted by a white rectangle frame. The three sound-speed
fields appear more different at the depths of 30 and 60 m than at
90 m in part because the horizontal variability of sound speeds
is larger at 90 m. The prediction skill for each of these initial
conditions was computed in real time daily, based on comparisons with the available in situ data and sea surface temperature
(SST) [52] for that day. On September 8, 2008, the 1 Sv south
initial transport condition was chosen as the best ocean forecast.

Fig. 8 illustrates our Nx2-D acoustic simulations for events
A and B, using the three different sound-speed backgrounds illustrated by the columns of Fig. 6. The geoacoustic model in
all cases was the hybrid depth-dependent model with a 20-m
thickness of sediment layer (see Section III-A). We find that
the transport uncertainties cause different effects on the acoustic
transmissions of events A and B (both occurred on September 8,
2008, at sea). The uncertainty in the ocean state due to the uncertainty in the initial conditions of the Taiwan Strait transport has
more impact on our broadband TL estimates for the shelfbreak
event B than for the shelf event A. For event A, our estimated
TL variations along the different bearing angles reached about
1–3 dB, with a bearing-averaged standard deviation of 0.58 dB.
However, for event B, our TL estimates varied almost evenly in
all directions up to about 2–5 dB, with a bearing-averaged standard deviation of 1.21 dB.
In conclusion, these results first indicate that uncertainties
in the Taiwan Strait transport lead to broadband TL uncertain-
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Fig. 7. TL uncertainties due to uncertainties of both sound propagation bearing angles and ocean initial conditions: (a) joint pdf of the TL for the shelf event A;
(b) as (a) but for the shelfbreak event B. The central ocean fields are at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008.

Fig. 8. Nx2-D TL simulations of event A (
() = 0.58 dB) and event B (
( ) = 1.21 dB) at 12:00:00Z, September 8, 2008, corresponding to
different ocean field predictions (transport conditions between Taiwan and mainland China initialized at 1 or 0 Sv, as illustrated in Fig. 6) used as inputs for the
background sound-speed field.

6

ties that are smaller on the shelf than on the shelfbreak. This
is because the shelfbreak ocean dynamics is more sensitive to
this transport than the shelf dynamics. Another result is that the
shape of our broadband TL curve as a function of bearing angle
does not vary much with these different ocean forecasts: it is
mainly the mean TL which is affected. For each ocean transport, we still predict no signal received for event B when the
OMAS passed over the deeper shelfbreak region.
If the acoustic modeling considered only a few bearing angles or if the given TL estimate was a range of the day with
no bearing dependence, the TL variability with bearing angles
would become uncertainty. We can estimate this pdf from our
computations along 120 bearings. If we combine this bearing
angle uncertainty with the uncertainty due to the transport in the
Taiwan Strait, we obtain the pdfs shown in Fig. 7 for both the
shelf and shelfbreak events. On the shelf [Fig. 7(a)], the joint pdf

is relatively Gaussian, but slightly skewed towards lower loss.
The joint mean TL is 77.3 dB and its joint standard deviation
is 1 dB. On the shelfbreak [Fig. 7(b)], the joint pdf is bimodal,
clearly showing the 20-dB difference in the two modes (the shelf
versus slope directions). The joint mean TL is then 86.8 dB and
its standard deviation is 7.5 dB.
D. TL Sensitivities to Tidal Dynamics
in the Ocean Water Column
We now examine the variations of the TL field due to variability in the ocean, specifically tidal effects. We focus on internal tidal variability because our data-assimilative simulations
revealed that semidiurnal frequencies in the ocean interior led to
significant variations in the sound energy transmitted. First, we
characterize this ocean variability, then we study its impact on
the broadband sound transmission.
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Fig. 9. Predicted sound-speed variability maps (colorbars in meters per second) from the central ocean fields at a depth of 30 m: (a)–(i) correspond to the times
from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9, 2008 with 3-h intervals. (a) Total sound speed on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008. (b)–(i) Differences
between the subsequent 3-h sound-speed fields and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 field.

Our simulations of the sound-speed field in the region over a
24-h period are illustrated in Fig. 9, on the day during which the
acoustic events were measured at sea. Shown is the sound-speed
variability at 30-m depth (in the upper layers of the main
thermocline), every 3 h from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to
00:00:00Z September 9, 2008. Fig. 9(a) is the total sound-speed
map on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 while Fig. 9(b)-(i) are the
differences between the subsequent 3-h maps and this 00:00:00Z
September 8, 2008 map. Panels are ordered according to time
such that: those on the main diagonal [Fig. 9(a), (e), and (i)]
are 12 h apart from each other (close to being in phase for
the semidiurnal tidal period); those on the first off-diagonals
[Fig. 9(b), (f), (d), and (h)] are 3 h off from those on the main diagonal; and, those on the second off-diagonals [Fig. 9(c) and (g)]
are 6-h off from those on the main diagonal (close to being in
opposition of phase for the semidiurnal period).
The predicted sound-speed variability maps show the presence
of internal tides oriented along the shelfbreak over more than

a 200-km extent. They propagate up-slope and our simulations
predict that their wavelength is around 40–80 km and semidiurnal
phase speeds of 0.5 to about 1 m/s in the horizontal direction,
which agree with previous estimates in the region, e.g., [24] and
[35]. These maps also indicate that the shelfbreak internal tide
patterns affecting our acoustic region (the white rectangle) are
weaker and not aligned with the tide patterns around the tip of
Taiwan. Other internal patterns are also present in the Taiwan
Strait. At other depths (e.g., 60 and 90 m, not shown), variations in
time reveal similar properties. Overall, we find that the amplitude
of shelfbreak internal tides decays as the waves propagate up the
shelf but remain significant up to about the 80-m isobath. After 24
h [Fig. 9(i)], predicted variations also show effects of mesoscale
features (eddies, fronts, etc.).
Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the sound-speed variability in vertical sections along and across the shelfbreak direction, respectively. The locations of the two sections and the acoustic circles
of events A and B are plotted inside the white rectangular box
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Fig. 10. Predicted sound-speed variability section from the central ocean fields, along the shelf, within the acoustic region (colorbars in meters per second): (a)–(i)
times from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9, 2008 with 3-h intervals. (a) Total sound speed on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008. (b)–(i)
Differences between the subsequent fields and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 field.

drawn on the maps of Figs. 6 and 9. Panels in Figs. 10 and 11 are
still shown every 3 h on September 8, 2008: panel (a) is the total
sound-speed section on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008, while the
other eight panels (b)–(i) are the differences between the subsequent 3-h sound speeds and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008
sound speed.
Within the section along the shelfbreak (Fig. 10), one detects the crest and trough of wave patterns: they are aligned
with the section and concentrated around the main thermocline.
As shown by the 3-h difference fields [Fig. 10(b)–(i)], the patterns are clearly depth dependent (baroclinic) and of tidal period (e.g., see the negative and positive anomalies on the upper
and lower first diagonals of Fig. 10, respectively). This confirms
the internal tide pattern. This signal is not small, and the largest
sound-speed amplitudes are around 4 m/s (peak-to-peak around
8 m/s). The vertical extent is from the bottom of the mixed layer
(20 m below the ocean free surface) to about 10 m above the
seafloor. The isotherms in the thermocline oscillate up and down

with 20–60-m peak-to-peak amplitudes (note that vertical oscillations of different isotherms are not exactly in phase as indicated by the baroclinic structure).
Within the section across the shelfbreak (Fig. 11), our
simulations show the train of wave patterns moving up the
slope and shelf, across the shelfbreak. Again, the diagonal
panels are close to being in phase, while the most (second)
off-diagonal panels are close to being in opposition of phase
with these diagonal panels for the semidiurnal period. The
internal tide wavelength at this location and time is found
to be within 40–60 km. The largest sound-speed amplitudes
of the waves in this section are around 4–5 m/s (8–10 m/s
peak-to-peak amplitudes).
The internal tide variability that our simulations revealed
(Figs. 10 and 11) was found to have a significant impact on
our simulated broadband TL in the acoustic region. These
results are illustrated now. Specifically, the variations in time
of our Nx2-D TL simulations of events A and B are shown
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Fig. 11. Predicted sound-speed variability section from the central ocean fields, across the shelf, within the acoustic region (colorbars in meters per second):
(a)–(i) times from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9, 2008 with 3-h intervals. (a) Total sound speed on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008. (b)–(i)
Differences between the subsequent fields and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 field.

in Fig. 12 again for the day (September 8, 2008) when the
two OMAS runs occurred at sea. The nine different times still
refer to 3-h intervals. Fig. 12(a) is the total broadband TL on
00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 (from 65 to 105 dB, with respect
to a 1-m source). Fig. 12(b)–(i) are the differences between the
subsequent 3-h TLs and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 TL.
Note that the scale for the differences is 10 to 10 dB.
Concentrating first on the shelf (event A, blue curves), we predict relatively isotropic broadband TL variations (much more
isotropic than for event B, red curves): in other words, thermocline motions due to internal tides lead to TL variations on the
shelf that are more uniform with bearing angles than they are
across the shelfbreak (event B). This is because the 6-km range
of OMAS transmissions is smaller than half-a-wavelength of the
internal tides (see Figs. 10 and 11). Hence, for the relatively flat
shelf bathymetry, the oscillating depth and recurring slopes of
the thermocline govern our predicted TL over 6-km range: see
the similarity between the differences of the first lower diagonal

[Fig. 12(d) and (h)], first upper diagonal [Fig. 12(b) and (f)], and
second off-diagonal [Fig. 12(c) and (g)]. Note also that differences are close to zero on the main diagonal (panels e and i:
on bearing average, 0.5 and 0.9 dB, respectively). The largest
differences reach 5–10 dB at certain times. For the bearing averages, the differences are largest for panels d and h: 3.1 and 4.6
dB, respectively. TL variability and sound-speed variability are
not exactly in phase, in part due to the nonlinear coupling and
to the 4-D processes.
Over the shelfbreak (event B, red curves), the differences
between TL curves at different times are anisotropic and rapidly
variable with bearing angles. At sea, it would thus be harder to
distinguish coherent internal tide effects above the shelfbreak.
This is because the steep and complex bathymetry amplifies
the internal tide oscillations into intricate bearing-dependent
patterns: bottom bounces at slightly different locations actually
occur at very different depths and slope angles, leading to very
different transmissions. This leads to standard deviations that
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Fig. 12. Nx2-D TL simulations of event A (blue curves, 
() = 2.21 dB) and event B (red curves, 
( ) = 3.29 dB, in the bearing angle ranges:
260 or 110 ;  = 7.64 dB for whole circle at different times). (a)–(i) Times from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9, 2008 with 3-h
intervals. This includes the period during which events A and B actually occurred at sea. (a) Total TL on 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008. (b)–(i) Differences between
the subsequent TL fields and this 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 field. The TL range for these differences is from 10 to 10 dB: the dashed circle denotes 0 dB.
The ocean sound speeds are those of the central ocean simulation (see parameters in the Appendixes).





0

are larger over the shelfbreak (event B) than over the shelf
(event A), e.g., 3.29 versus 2.21 dB. However, the bearing-averaged differences are much smaller over the shelfbreak than
over the shelf, as shown above. Over the shelfbreak, the largest
bearing-averaged differences are only 1.4 and 1.4 dB, for
Fig. 12(c) and (i), respectively, while on the shelf, they reach
4.6 dB for Fig. 12(h). Our simulation results are overall in
accord with observations of [26] for the South China Sea and
canonical simulations of [61], even though amplitudes are
different. Finally, the TL over the shelfbreak (event B) is much

higher between 120 and 260 than the TL over the shelf (event
A), regardless of the internal tide properties (phase, etc.). The
steep bathymetry (and not the internal tides) explains the lack
of transmissions within these angles at the location and time of
this shelfbreak event B.
To show detailed effects of internal tides on the TL,
full vertical sections are plotted in Fig. 13. They correspond to the 0 due north section in Fig. 12. Specifically, they are: Fig. 13(a) and (b)—sound-speed sections at 12:00:00Z and 21:00:00Z on September 8, 2008;
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Fig. 13. Sections on September 8, 2008 in the central ocean and TL simulations [colorbar units: for (a)–(c), units are meters per second; for (d) and (e) units are
decibels]: (a) sound speed at 12:00:00Z; (b) sound speed at 21:00:00Z; (c) difference of sound speeds between (a) and (b); (d) TL estimate at 12:00:00Z; (e) TL
estimate at 21:00:00Z; (e) TL estimates for a receiver at 61 m, at 12:00:00Z (red) and 21:00:00Z (blue).

Fig. 14. Bearing-averaged TL estimates for events A and B every 3 h during September 8, 2008, computed using the central ocean sound-speed and acoustic fields.

Fig. 13(c)—difference between these two sections (9 h apart);
Fig. 13(d) and (e)—full-field TL sections for these two times;
and Fig. 13(f)—the same TL estimates, but at a receiver depth
of 61 m. As seen from Fig. 13(a)–(c), after 9 h, the thermocline
is up by more than 10 m [note that Fig. 13(c) is close to being a
zoom in Fig. 11(d), around 120-m depth]. The vertical motion
of the thermocline modifies the sound-speed interface structure.
As seen in Fig. 13(d)–(e), this increases the width of the TL
convergence zone from 1.6 to 2 km and causes more than
10-dB variation in TL at 61-m and at 6-km range, as shown in
Fig. 13(f).
In Fig. 14, we show, for both events A and B, our predicted
bearing-averaged TL as a function of time during September 8,
2008. Interestingly, we find that the TL around the times of event
A (12:00:00Z) and, to a lesser extent, event B (15:00:00Z), are
within an internal tide period corresponding to higher loss; see
also Fig. 12. For event A, TL variations are due mostly to ther-

mocline oscillations driven by internal tides and peak-to-peak
amplitudes are large, reaching 8 dB. This is significant because
our TL is a broadband estimate computed by range and depth
averaging (see start of Section III). For the single frequency TL
[continuous wave (CW), computed prior to averaging], we find
that these variations have amplitudes of 20 dB. The averaging
reduces the amplitudes, but they are still 5 dB. In conclusion,
effects of internal tides on the shelf correspond to the largest TL
sensitivity that we have found among all factors studied above,
almost in par with those due to very different seabed properties
(see Fig. 3).
From our computations along 120 bearings, we estimate the
pdf for the uncertainty that would occur if the TL estimator
available did not resolve bearing angles. These pdfs are shown
in Figs. 15 and 16 for events A and B. The shape of these pdfs
is time dependent during the day mostly because of semidiurnal
tidal effects. For the shelf event A (Fig. 15), the TL uncertainties
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Fig. 15. PDF of TL estimates due to uncertainties in bearing angles for event A: (a)–(i) Times from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9,
2008 with 3-h intervals. The ocean sound speeds are those of the central ocean simulation.

in bearing are slightly skewed towards lower TL on September
8, 2008 at 00:00:00Z, 12:00:00Z, and 24:00:00Z (the diagonal
of Fig. 15) but are close to being Gaussian. However, the first
off-diagonals [Fig. 15(b) and (f), (d) and (h)] which are 3-h off
from those on the main diagonal show TL uncertainties that
are bimodal, with both high- or low-loss possible. This corresponds to the elongated TL ellipse of Fig. 12, i.e., there is a principal direction with high loss and another with low loss. Finally,
the second off-diagonals [Fig. 15(c) and (g)] are again slightly
skewed towards lower TL, but with twice the higher standard
deviations than 6 h before or after (the panels on the diagonal).
These results confirm the significance of the semidiurnal tides
on the statistics of the TL on the shelf. Similar comments can be
made for Fig. 16, except that in this shelfbreak case, all TL uncertainties are skewed towards high loss and bimodal (the shelf
versus slope directions). The mean and standard deviations of
the TL are then also much larger than on the shelf.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study was motivated by the striking difference in
acoustic transmission data collected on the shelf and shelfbreak in the northeastern Taiwan region within the context of
the QPE 2008 pilot experiment [28]. On the shelf, the mean
acoustic transmission from a sound source moving for 6 h
along a circular track showed little TL variation with respect

to bearing angles. The largest variations there were increased
loss along the northeastern direction but with small amplitudes.
However, on the shelfbreak, the data for the same type of circular tracks showed no transmission when the moving source
was in the deeper waters [28]. In this study, we quantified the
dynamics and its uncertainties. To do so, realistic and coupled
oceanographic (4-D) and acoustic (Nx2-D) field estimation
with ocean data assimilation was employed and field estimates
were compared to the acoustic observations available. Predictive skill, uncertainties and variability in time and space
were all quantified. Specifically, using an ensemble approach,
we studied the sensitivity of our results to uncertainties in a
varied set of factors, including geoacoustic parameters, bottom
layer thickness, bathymetry, and initial transport conditions
in the region. We also quantified spatial and temporal effects
of internal tide forcing on the sound-speed field and acoustic
transmission field, both on the shelf and over the shelfbreak.
From our coupled simulations, we revealed that there were
about 20 dB higher TLs in event B when the sound source was
in the deep water region on the shelfbreak. We showed that
this dramatic increase in TL is due to the deeper and complex
bathymetry. This is because when the sound source moved
to the steep shelfbreak region with up-slope transmission, the
sound propagated down at depth trapping much energy into
the bottom and resulting in a TL much higher than the TL in
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Fig. 16. PDF of TL estimates due to uncertainties in bearing angles for event B: (a)–(i) Times from 00:00:00Z September 8, 2008 to 00:00:00Z September 9,
2008 with 3-h intervals. The ocean sound speeds are those of the central ocean simulation.

the reverse direction with down-slope propagation over the
shallower shelf.
In addition, we investigated uncertainties in geoacoustic parameters in both the shelf and shelfbreak acoustic simulations.
We found that the sediment layer’s properties led to larger but
isotropic variations on the shelf (event A) and smaller but more
anisotropic variations over the shelfbreak (event B). Our hybrid
depth-dependent geoacoustic model for the shelfbreak and sand
model for the shelf best agreed with the observations. Our investigations on the thickness of sediments showed that it had some
limited effects (up to about 2 dB), but only on the up-slope transmissions on both events A and B. We also estimated the pdfs of
the TL in response to these geoacoustic parameter uncertainties. We found that uncertainties in sediment sound speeds led
to skewed or bimodal pdfs for the TL.
By comparing different sources and resolutions of accurate
bathymetric data sets, we derived a statistical model of bathymetric uncertainties. Sensitivity studies on these uncertainties
revealed that TL uncertainties (up to 1-dB standard deviation)
were proportional to the 1%–4% bathymetric uncertainties but
that the mean TL curves did not change their shape as a function
of bearing angles.
The coupled oceanographic–acoustic modeling studies uncovered a surprising result: initial transport conditions in the
Taiwan Strait can affect acoustic transmissions downstream
more than 100 km away. We found that it affected the she-

flbreak region (1-dB standard deviation , up to 5 dB) more than
the shelf region (0.5-dB standard deviation , up to 3 dB). This
is because the shelfbreak ocean dynamics is more sensitive to
this transport than the shelf dynamics. The TL pdfs showed
similar properties.
Using our data-assimilative ocean–acoustic modeling approach, we described and studied internal tide patterns over
the shelf and slope region north of Taiwan and quantified their
effects on TL in the acoustic region. The revealed wave patterns
were depth dependent (baroclinic) and close to semidiurnal
tidal period, affecting the whole thermocline and extending
over more than 200 km on the shelf. One type of waves found
were shelfbreak internal tides propagating up-slope with wavelengths around 40–80 km and horizontal phase speeds of 0.5 to
about 1 m/s. Isotherms were simulated to oscillate up and down
with peak-to-peak amplitudes of 20–60 m. We discovered that
these variations had significant effects on the TLs over 5–6-km
range: on the shelf, variations of broadband TL estimates were
more isotropic and relatively larger (up to 5 dB larger) than on
the shelfbreak where variations varied rapidly with bearing angles due to the steeper and more complex bathymetry. Overall,
internal tides on the shelf led to the largest TL sensitivity that
we simulated. For ranges of O(1–10 km), this is a signal that
can be exploited. In fact, it is also seen in the intraday variability
of the TL pdfs.
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There are several future research activities related to our
work and results. A direction is linked to the computational
cost of our extensive uncertainty and sensitivity studies (see
Appendix II). The use of many task and cloud computing [29]
appears promising. Further work also includes modeling the
effects of the drifts of the OMAS sound source and of the
sonobuoy receiver during the experiment since these drifts were
mostly accounted for in the processed data and in our simulations setup. For the up-slope transmissions, we also did not
discuss backscattering effects that could arise due to possibly
large-rock formations and volcanic effects over the shelfbreak.
The azimuth angle coupling of 3-D sound propagation would
also affect our TL estimates, especially further near the Canyon
regions. Our coupled results helped prepare for the QPE intensive observation period in the region. In general, we expect
that they will be useful for diverse applications, including
determining optimum sampling plans, exploiting features, and
improving 4-D coupled acoustic–ocean data assimilation and
predictions.
APPENDIX I
COUPLED OCEAN–ACOUSTIC DYNAMICAL MODELS
A. Ocean Physics Model
The equations of motion are the primitive equations, derived from the Navier–Stokes equations under the hydrostatic
and Boussinesq approximations [36], [62]. Under these assumptions, the state variables are the horizontal and vertical
, the temperature , the salinity
components of velocity
, and the free surface elevation . Denoting the spatial positions as
and the temporal coordinate with , the
primitive equations can written as
Cons. Mass

(4)

Cons. Horiz. Mom.

(5)

Cons. Vert. Mom.

(6)

Surf. Elevation

(7)

Cons. Heat

(8)

Cons. Salt

(9)

Eq. of State
Eq. of Sound Speed

(10)
(11)

where
is the material derivative, is the horizontal gradient, is the Coriolis parameter, is the pressure, is the denis the (constant) density from a reference state, is the
sity,
is the water depth in the static
acceleration due to gravity,
ocean, and is the unit direction vector in the vertical direction. The turbulent subgridscale processes are represented by
,
, and
. The vertical coordinate system is topography
following.
The values of the main numerical and physical ocean parameters used in the central ocean simulations are listed in
Table III1) and 2) (we refer to [36] for numerical schemes).

In the horizontal direction, a Shapiro filter filters numerical
,
,
,
, and
in
noise in the state variables ( ,
Table III). The vertical mixing is a Laplacian mixing, but
with a local eddy coefficient (see [63] for details). Near the
sea surface, a mixing-layer model evaluates the local “Ekman
, which is proportional to the coefficient
depth”
and the atmospheric forcing. The final
is constrained by
adjustable bounds
. The vertical eddy
are set to
and
. Below , interior
coefficients within
eddy coefficients are estimated based on the local gradient
Richardson number Ri, the parameters being the background
and
, and shear eddy viscosity at
,
coefficients
denoted by (Table I). For negative s, the convective values
and
are used. These coefficients
and
are also used at all depths and locations where the water column
is statically unstable. At open boundaries, conditions similar
to Perkin’s [51] are employed [36]. Initially, for the central
simulation, the transport through the Taiwan Strait is set to 1
Sv south and the Kuroshio transport is set based on sea-surface
height and hydrographic data and geostrophic constraints [36].
Across coastlines, the normal flow and tracer flux are set to
zero. Along coastlines, the tangential flow is weakened using
and Gaussian decay
a Rayleigh friction of relaxation time
horizontal scale
(Table III). At the bottom, a dynamic stress
balance is applied to the momentum equations, with a drag
. An additional Rayleigh friction of relaxation
coefficient
and Gaussian decay vertical scale
is employed to
time
parameterize a simple bottom boundary layer for momentum.
B. Acoustics Model
To predict the TL in the simulated ocean described above,
where sound speed is a function of ( , , , and ), we apply
the “frozen field approximation” for the duration of sound
propagation, i.e., the sound travels much faster than the ocean
changes. However, for every TL computation, the ocean field
and change with time. The TL fields are computed using
the normal modes code called the “coupled SACLANTCEN
normal mode propagation loss model” (CSNAP, [14], [53]). It
was developed as a range-dependent propagation loss model
based on a widely used and efficient range-independent normal
mode code SNAP [64], and a numerical solution technique for
one-wave mode coupling obtained from KRAKEN. C-SNAP
generalizes the range-independent problem to a range-dependent one by dividing the propagation path in a sequence of
range-independent segments and using normal modes to represent the acoustic field in each segment. It uses a finite-difference
algorithm to solve for the range-independent problem.
Considering first one of these segments, where is locally
assumed, only a function of , C-SNAP uses cylindrical coorto solve the point source problem in the ocean
dinates
[density and sound speed given in (10)–(11)] and seabed (density and sound speed given in Table I). The Helmholtz equation
and
] for the
of this problem [for simplicity, denoting
whole ocean-seabed medium) is

(12)
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TABLE III
COUPLED OCEAN–ACOUSTIC MODELING PARAMETERS

where is the range and is the source depth. The normal mode
representation of the acoustic pressure is given by

(13)
where
is the mode amplitude,
is the zero-order Hankel
function of the first kind, and
is the eigenvalue. The solution
is chosen to be limited to the outgoing traveling wave (one-way
propagation), as ocean acoustic problems are often dominated
by this component only.

To link the sequence of range-independent segments, and so
, C-SNAP proceeds as
model the range-dependent case
follows: find the normal modes, the eigenvalues, and the associated properties for each segment; compute the acoustic field on a
vertical slice at the sector boundary; project this field onto the new
mode set in the adjacent sector to determine modal coupling coefficients; and then repropagate the field through the next sector.
This procedure is repeated for each new segment. Furthermore,
to preserve accuracy, the interface condition suggested by Collins
and Westwood [65] is implemented in C-SNAP. This approach,
which is referred to as an impedance matching technique, conacross each interface of segments.
sists in matching
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The values of the main numerical and physical acoustics parameters are listed in Tables III3) and III4). The resolutions used
for the sound-speed segments in the horizontal, vertical, and
azimuthal directions are first given. The acoustic resolution is
the same in range (horizontal). Other parameters for the acous,
tics include the order of modes included in the source
and propagating fields
. We note that number of
propagating modes in our study cases is of the order of 400.
The physical acoustic parameters of the central simulation are
the sound-speed, density, and attenuation coefficients for sand
(1562 m/s, 1900 kg/m , 0.9 dB/ ), muddy sand (1549 m/s, 1488
kg/m , 1.15 dB/ ), and clay (1460 m/s, 1421 kg/m , 0.1 dB/ ).
This is the hybrid and depth-dependent model of Table II and
the optimum values of Table I.
To estimate a broadband TL, range and depth averages of CW
TLs were used. Specifically, the TLs of each CW simulation
600 m in
were computed at all positions that were within
range and 5 m around the depth of the receiver. These TLs
were then first averaged in depth (six samples in 10-m depth)
and then triangle window (C. Emerson, personal communication) weighted averaged in range (13 samples in 1200-m range).

APPENDIX II
NUMERICAL PROCEDURES FOR COUPLED AND
REALISTIC MODELING
The one-way coupling of ocean and acoustic computations
requires specific procedures, including the interpolation of
ocean fields to the acoustic grids and the matching of bathymetries for the different acoustic and ocean resolutions. It also
involves the numerical coupling proper, either online during
runtime or offline after the ocean model runs are completed
(which is what is done here). Such procedures are summarized
next. We note that they are not very different from those involved in the one-way or two-way nesting of ocean models
[36], the main difference is that the one-way ocean–acoustics
coupling problem here is truly multiphysics. They are also
similar to one-way biological–physical coupling of PDEs [66],
which is also done online or offline.
Our coupling first involves linear interpolations of the ocean
sound-speed fields in the horizontal, vertical, and azimuthal
directions with these numerical parameters: 100 m, 2 m, and
3 . The acoustic modeling utilizes the high 100-m resolution
bathymetry while the ocean modeling uses a 4-km resolution
bathymetry both latitude and longitude. However, the 4-km
numerical-cell average of the 100-m bathymetry is the ocean
model bathymetry. Note that the ocean model bathymetry
covers a much larger region than the acoustic region. It was
prepared with different sources of bathymetry which include
the high 100-m resolution bathymetry, but averaged to a 4-km
resolution. Because of the different bathymetric resolutions
and complex ocean modeling grids, the interpolation of the
sound speed from the ocean modeling domain to the acoustic
modeling domain must be done carefully. To avoid generating
artificial fronts, the interpolation was first carried out in the
horizontal direction, and then the vertical direction. Vertical
extrapolations to deeper depth (100-m acoustic resolution) were
based on the averaged sound-speed profile from the closest
deep-water region (4-km ocean resolution).

Our uncertainty and sensitivity studies were extensive and
computationally expensive. The acoustics alone required one
high-resolution CSNAP simulation along every bearing angle
(3 ), every 3 h for one week, for two events, for several source/
receiver locations, and for several ocean simulations. Since such
simulations were repeated for all cases we studied and since
for each uncertainty case, not one but an ensemble of usually
120 simulations were completed, a computer cluster as well as
parallel algorithms were required [29]–[31]. Such effort is, if
not unprecedented, far from common. The computational cost
is multiplicative in each of the parameters: the total number of
2-D acoustic simulations we have run is in the 100 000.
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